Important Notice
The FBI has released an alert containing detailed information on the malicious online activities of the
Syrian Electronic Army (SEA).
Details/Background
The SEA is a pro-regime hacker group that has, in the past several months, successfully compromised
multiple high-profile US media outlets and websites. Recent activity has been executed through
successful spear phishing efforts. The FBI assesses the possibility of US military action in Syria may lead
to further escalation of computer network operations by pro-regime or other aligned cyber actors.
Every organization is at risk of being the target of a spear phishing e-mail. Malicious actors craft e-mails
that appear to be from a legitimate source to lure victims into providing login credentials. The e-mails
contain a hyperlink that appears to be legitimate; however, the user is directed to a credential harvester
that looks like a legitimate Outlook Web Access (OWA) or other login page.

SUMMARY
The Syrian Electronic Army (SEA), a pro-regime hacker group that emerged during the Syrian antigovernment protests in 2011, has been compromising high profile US Web sites to spread pro-regime
propaganda. The SEA’s primary capabilities include spear phishing, Web defacements, and hijacking
social media accounts to spread false information and propaganda. Over the past several months, the
SEA has been highly effective in compromising multiple high-profile media outlets. This recent activity
has been executed through successful spear phishing efforts. The FBI assesses the possibility of US
military action in Syria may lead to further escalation of computer network operations by pro-Syrian or
other aligned cyber actors.
TECHNICAL DETAILS
Every organization is at risk of being the target of a spear phishing e-mail. Malicious actors craft e-mails
that appear to be from a legitimate source to lure victims into providing login credentials. The e-mails
contain a hyperlink that appears to be legitimate; however, the user is directed to a credential harvester
that looks like a legitimate Outlook Web Access (OWA) or other login page. When a spear phishing
victim clicks on the hyperlink, the victim is directed to a credential harvester. Text on the spoofed page
indicates that the user’s session has expired and directs victims to re-enter their credentials. After
obtaining usernames and passwords, malicious actors are then able to log in to the victim’s
compromised account. The actors may also be able to access additional victim accounts if the victim
uses the same credentials to access other accounts.
Malicious actors then use the stolen credentials to hijack reputable accounts to provide false stories or
misinformation. They have also utilized stolen credentials to deface Web sites with pro-Syrian regime
propaganda and images. More recently, actors have compromised media outlets using domain name
service (DNS) hijacking as an attack vector, whereby actors compromised the domain registrars in order
to alter the DNS pathway for the targeted entity. Visitors of the targeted site were redirected to the
SEA’s Web site.
The FBI has identified twenty phishing domains and IP addresses utilized by SEA actors, as well as four
“watering hole” sites. In a watering hole scenario, threat actors compromise a carefully selected Web
site by redirecting them to a credential harvesting site. The FBI is distributing this information to enable

network defense activities and reduce the risk of similar attacks in the future. The FBI has high
confidence that these indicators were involved in the recent spear phishing attempts or will be used in
future attempts. The FBI recommends that your organization help victims identify and block these
phishing domains. SEA actors will likely utilize additional phishing domains. The FBI will continue to
provide additional domains as they are determined.
RECCOMENDATIONS
When prompted for a username and/or password by a Web site, do not access the site via a link; rather,
utilize a saved “bookmark” or manually type in the Web address to navigate to the Web site.
Exercise caution whenever accessing links embedded in e-mails, and avoid doing so when uncertain as
to the identity of the sender;
Use different passwords for different online accounts;
Use complex passwords that cannot be easily guessed or obtained through publicly available
information.
Check hyperlinks by hovering over them with your mouse to reveal the hyperlink’s true destination.
Check for spoofed sender names by hovering over them with your mouse to reveal to actual sender of
the e-mail.

